Bibliography of Recommendations
Geography 350

You can find most of these sources by doing a quick search on Google Scholar, or by using the information presented in class to get access at http://www.geog.ubc.ca/~ewyly/Private/g350/

How Geographers Approach the City


A Short Historiography of Urban Geography.


The Origins of Cities and Early Urban Empires.


Renaissance and Baroque Urban Design.


The Industrial City in Britain and North America.


Theories and Models of Urban System Development.


**Urbanization in Canada and the United States: Divergence or Convergence?**


**Analyzing and Interpreting Metropolitan Economies.**


**Model to Plan to Market: State-Socialist and Post-Socialist Urban Systems.**


**Urbanization in the Global Periphery.**


**Globalization and World Cities.**


**The City as a Real-Estate Growth Machine.**


**The City as Social Space.**


**New Urban Forms, New Urban Models.**


**Housing Markets and Neighborhood Change.**


**Poverty, Racism, and the Urban ‘Underclass.’**


**Immigration, Transnational Urbanism, and the ‘Balkanization’ Debate**


**Geographies of Gentrification.**


Homelessness.


Governance, Politics, and Urban Change.


**Policy and Planning.**


**Future Urban Geographies.**


